Instructions for Caulking Wall Housings
to Prevent Water Entry
Older, previously installed American Coolair wall housings may need to be caulked in-the-field to prevent water entry from the wall housing seams.
See Section A for further instruction.
New, unassembled wall housings will need to be caulked during field assembly to prevent water entry. See Section B for further instruction.
New, assembled American Coolair Wall Housings are shipped completely caulked to prevent water entry and should not need additional caulking. 		
However, the seam between the cone and the fan venturi will still need to be caulked all the way around the cone to prevent water entry. 		
See Section C for further instruction.
“Liquid Nails Super Caulk Acrylic Latex Caulk plus Silicone” is recommended for all caulking.
Please contact your American Coolair Representative with any questions.

A | Previously Assembled Wall Housings
Older, previously installed models may need to be caulked in-the-field to prevent water entry from the wall housing seams. The instructions below
outline the caulking process.
1. Caulk the front panel to the side sheet, ensuring the caulk 		
covers the entire seam.
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2. Caulk around the entire cone where it meets the
panel venturi.
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3. Caulk the panel to the top sheet, ensuring the caulk 		
covers the entire seam.

4. Caulk the seam where the bottom sheet overlaps
the side sheet.
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5. Caulk the panel to the bottom sheet, ensuring the caulk 		
covers the entire seam.

6. Caulk the seam where the side sheet overlaps the
top sheet.
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7. Caulk any exposed panel holes to ensure a water-resistant wall housing.
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B | Wall Housings Assembled in the Field
These instructions are to be used in addition to the official assembly instructions found in the product literature included with your fan and wall
housing. Contact your American Coolair Corporation Representative with any questions.
1. Run a bead of caulk along the entire side of the fan panel.

2. Attach the side sheet to the fan panel where the caulk was 		
applied using hardware supplied.

3. Run a bead of caulk along both the adjacent side of the fan 		
panel, and the vertical side of the side sheet.

4. Attach the next side sheet to the adjacent side fan panel and 		
the previously installed side sheet, ensuring that this side sheet
overlaps the corner of the first side sheet.

5. Run a bead of caulk along the entire the side of the fan panel.

C | Cone / Fan Venturi Caulking
1. Caulk the seam where the cone
and fan venturi meet, all the way
around the cone to prevent water
entry.
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